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My Dear Galactic Glamazons, 

We did awesome on social media, we finally raised enough money to be able to breathe, we 
started a new podcast, Directed by Women Celebration came back, and we answered the call 
to boldly go and create Uhura Training Academy. 
 
The highlight this year for me was each time I started up my GPS. I knew that each time I did I 
was about to embark on a Gal’s Guide mission to bring women’s history to students and adults. 
In March, I ventured to three states with an interactive game developed by Gal’s Guide.  
 
In Illinois, I geeked out with Girl Scouts over Marie Curie. In Michigan, I was applauded by a 
doctor who knew about the Cori Cycle and its importance to understanding diabetes but never 
knew it was discovered by a woman who won a Nobel Prize for it. Back home in Indiana, I got 
hugs from teenagers who thought I was cool because I knew the real-life history of the Schuyler 
sisters (Hamilton musical, brings the generations together).   
 
On Your Gal Friday Podcast with co-host Phoebe Frear, we continued to share amazing female 
role models like Lucille Ball, Kathryn Johnson, and the inventor of Rock ‘n’ Roll Sister Rosetta 
Tharpe.  
 
I was so moved by the bullfighter, Conchita Cintrón. Unfortunately learning about Conchita was 
difficult. With a memoir and an autobiography, Phoebe and I thought we would have a depth of 
resources. Conchita was not the only gal we came across whose books were out of print, hard 
to find, and dangerously close to being completely forgotten to history.  
 
Women’s history has an impact. I’ve seen it in the faces of men and women in schools, at 
libraries, and conventions. We’ve spent thousands of years learning about the same founding 
fathers. Women’s history stories are a welcome breath of fresh air and give people hope. If 
women are going to lean in and lead, they need to know the history that was hidden from 
them. It’s time to discover women’s history as well as preserve it for future generations.   
 
Gal’s Guide figured out how to do that. 
 
In 2019 Gal’s Guide mission will upgrade to include a history-making call to action and we need 
passionate people who are ready to roll up their sleeves and believe… 
 
 
Much Love, 
 

Dr. Leah Leach 

Founder of Gal’s Guide to the Galaxy  
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Our Mission:  

    

In the beginning, our mission was defined as giving women and girls the tools to navigate the 
galaxy and change it for the betterment of all. Over the last three years, we listen to our 
community and conducted research to better define those tools. 
 
Gal’s Guide adjusted this year to concentrate on female role models. Often we heard that the 
main role model in a gal’s life was her mother and most didn’t want to become their mother. 
That left many gals without a compass to guide them and they struggled.  
 
Using women’s history as a guide, we uncovered many ways to live a human life. We 
showcased this knowledge using interactive multimedia and public events.  
 
Our mission uncovered a massive need. Women’s history is not only limited in textbooks and 
cultural awareness, but it is also dangerously close to being lost to all of us. We are not alone in 
our struggle to uncover credible sources for women’s history. Women’s autobiographies are 
out of print and become dangerously close to out of circulation. Women's letters that would 
cement their place in history have already been lost.  
 

Let’s change that! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

NEW MISSON 
 

Gal’s Guide mission is to build an independent women’s history library and 
research center in the United States to preserve, collect, share and champion 

women’s achievements and lessons learned. We will act as a catalyst to 
creators who utilize our resources to guide others to these amazing role 
models who have been waiting in the shadows of history for too long. 
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Program Spotlights 2018 

Gal’s Guide offers four outreach programs to schools, organizations, 

and conventions. These “Tickets to Time Travel” are an interactive 

game that makes history fun and approachable.  

In 2018 we took our programs on the road and presented throughout 
the Midwest. More than 200 students and adults participated in our 
Gals of Science program. 
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Our second-most popular program is Gals of History we call it our 
“potpourri” as it offers a little something from all our programs. 

Libraries loved this program during Women’s History Month as well 
as throughout the year. We were invited to come to multiple libraries 
including the Indianapolis Public Library – Lawrence Branch and the 

South Whitley Public Library.    
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Our award-winning podcast returned for season 2! The show has 

experienced tremendous growth in reach, admiration and research 
quality. Hosts Dr. Leah Leach and Phoebe Frear showcase a famous 

gal’s life, legacy, and lessons learned along the way.  
 

Season 2 saw the coverage of the real-life gals of Hidden Figures and 
Hamilton as well as comedy legends, rockers, and sports gals.  
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Gal’s Guide answered the call to boldly go and organized 16 hours of 
all-ages programming for Starbase Indy 2018. Creating the fun and 

adventurous theme of Uhura Training Academy, Gal’s Guide was able 
to shine a spotlight on a science fiction heroine - and the real-life 

actress that portrayed her - that changed the face of television and 
space-travel as we know it! Programs like “The Life and Legacy of 

Nichelle Nichols” and “Secret Codes,” merged STEM subjects with a 
Star Trek theme provided high-quality learning programs. 
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Gal’s Guide Supporters  

Individual Donors 

James Treakle 

Mollianne Cameron 

Kerra Wagener 

Cindy Maples 

Kylee Pena  

Lisa Cardona 

Mark Lastovich 

Vicki Lastovich 

Debbi Sponsler 

Matthew Zarzyczny 

Leah Leach 

Chris Eller 

Meagan Eller 

Katie Harris 

Alivia Tagliaferri 

Thomas Fleming 

Barbara Ann O’Leary  

Rebecca Berfanger 

Brian Helton 

Sarah Gott-Helton 

Jennifer Colleen Ferry 

Nicole Amsler 

 
Organizations  
 
South Whitley Public Library 
 
Indianapolis Public Library – Lawrence 
 
Lynhurst 7th & 8Th Grade Center 
 

Girls Scouts of Central Illinois 
 
Directed by Women   
 
Puccini’s Smiling Teeth 
  

Thank You!! 



Numbers 

Total Revenue: $4,233 

 

Expenses:  

 Program: $1,051 

 Management & General: $365  

 Fundraising: $107 

 

Total Expenses: $1,523 

Net: $2,710 

Total Net Assets: $1,231  
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People 

Gal’s Guide Board 

Dr. Leah Leach  Nicole Amsler   Katie Harris 
President   Vice President   Treasurer 
    Secretary  
 
Phoebe Frear   Kim Thatcher 
 

 
Gal’s Guide Staff 
 
Leah Leach   Phoebe Frear   Lisa Leo Beggy 
Executive Director  Podcast Host   Podcast Host 
 
Kim Thatcher   Katie Harris   Bonnie Fillenwarth 
Meeting Director   Uhura Training Academy Uhura Training Academy  
 
Jenna Ruiz 
DBW Event Director 
 
 

Volunteer Presenters 
 
Paulette Hoover  Lori Altherr   Christina Tragesser 
Nov. Book Month  May Travel Month  April Gardening Month 
 
Edan Evans de Roziere Shawnda Fish   Paula Scott-Frantz 
Feb. Black History Month Jan. Support Systems Month Uhura Training Academy  
 
Liz Boger   Beth Broadhurst  Dr. Ann Burton 
Uhura Training Academy Uhura Training Academy Uhura Training Academy 
 
Sarah Gillard    
Uhura Training Academy  
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Overview of Programs 
 
 Monthly Meetings  91 participants 

 Cross Stitch Meetups  26 participants 

 School Outreach  260 participants 

 Adult Outreach  55 participants 

 Directed by Women Event 25 participants 

 Uhura Training Academy 145 participants 

 

 Your Gal Friday   4,096 listeners 

 Gal’s Guide to the Galaxy*  184 listeners 
 *New show. Launched July 2018 
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